HEALTH HAPPENS IN YOUTH MEDIA
School counselors, Flying Doctors, Soda Marketers, “What’s Going On?”
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Youth Media for Building Health Communities: Each week in the 14 BHC places, young people knit together
experiences at school, at work, at home and in their neighborhoods to tell stories about how health happens.

Cynthia Gomez, 15, is a sophomore at Arvin High School in south Kern County. She shares one guidance
counselor, Mary Crider, with 552 other students in her class. Needless to say, gone are the days of just walking
into the counselor’s office for some friendly advice. Read the story on South Kern Sol.
The nationally recognized LAUSD school lunch program continues to get the thumbs down from the students
who actually eat it. “I know that Hot Cheetos or tortas aren’t good for me, but I still eat them, because at least
they’re better than the school food.” Read the story on Boyle Heights Beat.
“Some experts, like Dr. Jenna Saul, a child and adolescent psychiatrist, say that getting suspended actually causes
more damage than just affecting one’s future options. She says it affects a young person’s psyche, sometimes to the
point of sending them over the edge.” Read an interview with Dr. Saul on Youth Radio.
Federal Financial Aid for many college students stands on the brink of annihilation if the newly proposed
Republican budget passes in Congress. “If they cut my Pell Grant I won’t be able to afford my college expenses, and I
will be forced to drop out of college.” Read the story on Coachella Unincorporated.
Restorative justice circles at Richmond High School are reducing conflict and suspensions. Says one
student, “That’s pretty much what the circle is, it gives you the mindset to think about what you do before you do it.”
Read the story on Richmond Pulse.
Without the privileges of the upper class, or the supports low income students receive, one student proposes a
sliding scale for students. “Middle class people are stuck in between. We’re automatically denied the benefits that
we need and are expected to be able to pay for everything without any help.” Read more on The Know.

Raul Ruiz, Congressional candidate, is one of many doctors who volunteer for the Flying Doctors events in
the Eastern Coachella Valley and other underserved areas of California. “I saw a mother and her child camped
out in a van,” said Ruiz. “An event like this reminds us to find a better solution. It makes us ask, ‘Who are we as a
community?’” Read the story on Coachella Unincorporated.
Youth in Baldwin Park produced “Sugary Drinks and Our Community,” a satirical video about soda marketing
strategies. “The kids will love our little itty bitty bottles made to fit the grasp of their little hands.” For more videos
like this one, visit Kick The Can.
Fresno’s youth are optimistic about the fight against obesity. “Unlike reducing youth violence, working on obesity
in kids doesn’t call for a change of culture. It requires a change of what’s available and what’s easiest. Kids will be
healthy if it’s an easy option.” Read more on The Know.

Conscious Youth Media Crew‘s “Reel Hood Heroes” series showcases community members and community
leaders who are affected by the Bay Area’s “Toxic Triangle.” West Oakland is circled by high traffic port
and highway networks that emit pollution day and night, affecting the health of children in a low income
neighborhood where few families have adequate insurance. Youth advocate Taraneisha Nathaniels won
a prestigious national award for her work documenting and raising awareness of air pollution in her
neighborhood. Watch the video.
On April 13, state legislators, community members and youth leaders gathered at Fresno City Hall to
discuss issues affecting boys and men of color. In Fresno, young men of color have the highest poverty and
unemployment rates, highest homicide-related deaths and least number of high school and college graduates.
The hearing was hosted by Building Healthy Communities of the California Endowment and PolicyLink. “I
actually fought my administration, I fought for my word to be heard. I am now proud to be a graduate and I want to
show my nephew it can be done.”Video produced by The Know.

One resident believes that the community would benefit if the small, family-owned businesses of Long Beach
looked better from the outside. “If small business owners in our neighborhoods had the right help and resources, I’m
sure that they would jump at the opportunity to beautify their stores.” Read the story on Voicewaves.
AjA Project‘s summer participatory photography program in City Heights documented a harvest at the New Roots
community garden. View photographs and comments by Assinia, Rhema, Myo Myo, and Maryan.
A collection of multiracial voices comment on the Trayvon Martin tragedy and its aftermath. “I do understand
Florida’s laws may be different to those we have in California but that does not change the fact that a grown man
killed a teenager for no relevant reason.” Read more on Richmond Pulse.
“The cost of a license to sell beer for a year is merely $100, significantly less than a college application fee. This was
one of the facts brought up at Thursday’s community meeting “The Impact of Alcohol in Our Communities”, drawing
attention to just how easy it is to sell alcohol.” Read the story on Boyle Heights Beat.
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This wouldn’t be a newsletter of youth voices if everything they said fit neatly into our agenda. On that
note…Youth are participating in “What’s Going On...Now,” a commemoration of Marvin Gaye’s soul album
What’s Going On, this spring at the Kennedy Center in Washington DC. Listen to Youth Radio’s remix track and
watch “Inner Voices” and “Inner City Hall”, audio slideshows produced by the Venice Arts youth crew.
Visit http://ymbhc.wordpress.com/ for more youth perspectives on community health.

